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ABSTRACT 

The character of equilibrium of a heavy, viscous, incompressible, 

finitely condducting and rotating fluid of variable density in the 

presence of a vertical magnetic field is investigated, when the lower 

bounding surface is rigid and the upper is free. The nature of the 

boundaries chosen alter the order of the dispersion relation compared 

to the cases where the boundaries are both free or both rigid. It is 

found that the stability criterion is independent of. the effects of 

viscosity, finite resistivity and rotation. It is further '.}nvestigated that 

the growth rates both increase or decrease with the increase in viscosity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The character of an incompressible fluid of variable density stratified 

in the vertical direction was first inve;;tigated by Rayleigh [3] and he 

found that the configuration is stable or unstable ac~ording as dp 
dz 

is everywhere negative or anywhere positive. Chandrasekher [ l] introd-

uced the viscosity in the Rayleigh-Taylor instablity and observed that 

in the stable case, the fluid oscillates about the mean position with an 

amplitude which decays exponentially at a rate which increases with 

increasing viscosity. 
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The hydromagnetic version of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability was 

further studied by Hide [2] for a fluid having exponentially varying 

density in the vertical direction. He included the effects of viscosity 

and finite resistivity in his problem. Sharma and Ariel (4] investigated 

the effect of finite resistivity of the medium on the equilibrium of a 

heavy, viscous, incompressible, rotating· fluid of variable density in 

the presence of a vertical magnetic field. The present note investigates 

theoretically the same problem as considered by Sharma and Ariel [4], 

when the fluid is confined between two boundaries, the lower bounding 

surface being rigid ar.d the upper free. Based on the existence of a 

variational principle we obtained the dispersion relation for a fluid 

having exponentially varying density. The object of this problem, 

under the~e boundary conditions, is to find out to what extent 

the imtability of the configuration is affected by changing. the 

viscosity of the medium. 

2. PERTURBATIONSEQUATIONS 

The linearised perturbation equations for the problem under 

consideration are (Sharma and Ariel {4], p. 104, eqns. (31), (32), (34) 

.and (35)) 

KH gk2 
n[k 2 po w - D(poDw) + - 0(D2-k2)Dhz - -(Dpo)w -

4'1C n 

- D(2p0 .Q ~) + µ.o(D2 - k2)2 w + '1.Dµ.o (D2 - k2)Dw +2 

+ D2µ 0(D2 + k2)w = 0, (!) 

KH [npu - µ 0(D2 - k2) - D µt,DJ t; - 4rc 0 DE, 2p00 Dw, (2) 

[n -. "fJ (D2 - k2j]hz = Ho Dw; (3) 

and [n..,... 7l (D2 - k2)] E, ~:. HoDl.. (4) 

where 
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Po denotes the density before the system is disturbed, 
--+ 

w denotes the z-component of the velocity u at a fixed point, 
--+ 

g is the acceleration due to gravity, components (0, 0, -g), 

µo is the coefficient of viscosity, assumed to be variable in the undis

turbed state, 

K is the coefficieat of magnetic permeability assumed to be constant, 
--+ 
Ho is the magnetic field directed towards the z-axis in the undisturbed 

state, 

n is the rate at which the system departs from equilibrium, his the 

z-component of the magnetic field in the perturbed state, 

k is the total wavenumber o1 the initial disturbance, 

--+ 
?;; is the z-component of the vector curl u , 

--+ 
~is the z-component of the vector curl h , 

D = d~ and ·IJ = [4rcKpr1. 

3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The fluid is assumed to be confined to the planes z = 0 which is 

rigid and perfectly conducting and z = d. which is free boundary. 

The appropriate boundary conditions for the present problem are 

(i) w(O) 

(ii) w(d) 

Dw(O) = h(O) = ~(O) = DC,(O) = 0, 

D2w(d) = Dh(d) = D?;;(O) = C,(d) = 0. 

(5) 

(6) 

Multiplying the equation (1) for the characteristic value nt by w; 

and integrating across the vertical extent of the fluid we obtain on 

combining equations (2),(3)and(4),after a series of integrations by parts 
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n(li + h + /5 + /7 + /9) + la + ho -

gk2 
- -- 12 + "tjk?(h + 2!5 + 16 + [9 + 110) = 0, (7) 

n 

the integrated parts vanish on account of boundary conditions, 

where 

Ii = 
J

d . 

0 
p0 [k2w2 + (Dw)2 J dz, (8) 

/2 = J: Dp0w2 dz, (9) 

f 
d . f d J3 = µo[k2w2 + 2k2 (Dw)2 + (D2w)2] + k2 D2µ0 dz, 

-0 0 
(IO) 

_ Kk2 f d h2 dz, 14 - 4n; 0 
(11) 

K Id / 5 = --- (Dh)2 dz, 
4n; ~/ . . 

{12) 

1 - K Jd ~ - ·~J:;-J2 . (D2h)2 dz O' ~ (13) 

·rd /7 = O Po~2 dz~ (14) 

18 = J: µ 0 [1c21;2 + (DIJ :r1z~ (15) 

f9= K fd 4nf2 . ~ 2 dz 
. . Q, 

(16) 
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/10 = K !d 4~k2 (D~)2 dz 
0 ' 

(17) 

4. THE CASE OF EXPONENTIALLY VARYING DENSITY 

A case for which a simple analytical solution can be found is one 

in which the undisturbed densjty distribution is given by 

po(z) = pexp ~z, (18) 

where p and~ are consants. 

Assuming v, the coefficient of kinematic viscosity to be constant, 

we shall take 

p.o(z) = vp exp ~z. (19) 

In order to ensure that the density variation within the fluid is 

small compared to the average density, we make an assumption that 

j~dl<<l. (20) 

Let us assume th~ following trial functions which satisfy the bou

ndary conditions (5) and (6) : 

11 (z) = W(coslz - cos3/z), 
h(z) = X1 sin/z + Xs sin3/z, 
~(z) = Z1 sin/z + Zs sin3/z, 
~(z) = K1 coslz = K3 cos3/z, 

where I -:;= (~s/2d), s being an odd integer. 

l 
~ 
l 
j 

(21) 

Substituting the values of w(z), h(x), ~(z) and ~(z) equations (2), 

(3) and (4), we get 

kHol [n + 1J (/2 + k2) ]Z1 + -- K1 = - 2nlW, 
4~p 

(22) 
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[n + ri (912 + k2) ]Zs+ 3 Hol Ks= 60.ZW, 
4rcp 

[ n + ri (/2 - k2) ]X1 = - lfloW, 

[ n + ri (9/2 + k2) ]Ks= - 3/H0 W, 

[ n + ri (1 2 + k2) ]K1 = /HoZ1, 

[ n + ri (912 + k2) ]Ks = 3/HoZs. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Evaluating the integrals in equation (7) with the assumed form of 

w .• etc, and eliminating the constants from (22)-(27) we obtain the 

following dispersion relation between n and k: 

n2 (k2 + 5/2) - g~k2 + nv (k4 + 10/2k2 + 4114) + 

n/2 v2 /2 + k2 9(/2 + k2) 
-2- [ n+ri (/2 + k2) + - n +."fl (912 + k2) 

.. + 20.212 n [ __ n + ri (12 + k2) 
{n + ri ([2 + k2)} {n + 11(12 + k2)} + /2V2 + 

+ 9n + 9ri (912 + k2 ) . __ o (28 
{n + 'I) (12 + k2)} {n + (9l2 + k2)} + 9f2V2 ] - ) 

where V( = {KH 0 / 4rcp}) denotes the Alfven velocity. 

It is convenient to discuss equation (28) in non7dimensional from, 

so that the important physical parameters of the problem may be 

brought out clearly. Let us choose a dimensionless growth rate y and 

a ~itne:µ~ionless wavenumber. x by meas ming n .and k in suita~le units. 

We define: 

x = kd 
-;;s' (29) 
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From eqns. (28), (29) and (30), we have 
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(30:) 

256y6 + 128y7 [4Ra + S (a2 + 2a + 16) ] + 64y6 {2R2 (a2 - 16) + 

+ S2(a2-16) + 2RS(a3 + 2a2 + I6a+64)+ a+ 36 + 4 (SA-4Bx2)] 

+ 32y5 [4R3 (a3 - 16a) + S3 (a4 - 256) + R2S(Sa4 + 18a3 + 64a2 + 

224a - 256) + 2RS2 (2a4 + 9a3 + 48a2 + 112a) + 2R (a2 + 46a) + 

2S (5a2 + 36a + 80) + 20A {4Ra + S (a - 3. 2)} - 16Bx2 (2Ra + 

2Sa)J + 16y4 [R4 (a4-256) 2R3S(2a5 + 8a4 - 64a2-5I2a - 1000):,+ 

2R2S2 (6a5 + 19a4 + 64a3 - 512a + 256) + 2S3R (2a5 + 4a4 -.: 

5l2a - 1000) + R2(Ila3 + 66a2 - 240a + 416) + s2 (lla3 + 4a2+ 

144.:i - 140) + l 2RS (22a3 + 108a2 + 96a + 460) + 10a + 369 + 

2A {10R2 (6a2 - 32) + 2RS (1Sa2 -54a + 18) + 18} - I6Bx2 

{R2 (6a2 - 32) + 8RSa2 + s2 (a2 - 16)] + 8y3 [R4S (a6 + 2a5 -

16a4-64a3-256a2 + 512a+4096) + 4R3 .Sf(2a6+ 5a5 - 32a3-512o2 

- 744a) + R2 S3(a4 - 256) (6a2 + 16a - 32) + RS2 (36a4 - 11a3 + 

+ 208a2 - l344a - 256) + 2R2 S (26a4 + 59a3 - 224a2 - 368a .,,......, 

3072) + 5R3 (5a4 + JOa3 - 192a2 - 160a + 1692) + R (60a2 + 

346a - 1952) + S (19a2 + 328a - 10008) + 2A {R2S (40a2 - 472a 

+ 584) + R3(40:z3 - 64a) + 54Ra} - I6Bx2 {4R3 (a3 - 16a) + 2R2S 
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(6a3 - 32a) + 4RS2 (a3 - 16a) + R (30a - 32) + S (lOa - 32)}] 

+ 4y2 [R4 S2 (a2 - 16)2 (a3 + a2 + 16a - 16) + 4R3 S3 (a4 - 256) 

(a2 - 16) (a+ 2) + R2S2 (3la5 - 12a4 - 512a3 + 160a2 - 1338a + 

29696) + 2R3S(a2 - 16) (10a3 - 16a2 - 256) + 2RS (39a3 + 104a2+ 

1228a + 4730) + R2 (a2 - 16) (50a - 151) + 9 (a + 36) + 

2A{10R4 (a2 __, 16).2 +2R3S (5a4 - 12a3 + 6a2 + 192a - 1376) + 

18R2 (3Qa2 - 16)} - 16Bx2 {2R2S2 (a2 - 16) (3a2-16) +2RS(l5a2-

64a + 80) + 8R3S (a4 - 16a2) + R4 (a2 - 16)2 + R2 (30a.2..,.. 64a-

160) + 9}] + 2y [2R4S3 (a2 + 16)(a2 - 16)3 + R3S2 (a2 - 16) 

(5g4 -64a3 + 160a2-1024a + 3840)+R2S (a2 - 16) (59a2 - 160a+ 

224) + 45R (a2 - 16) + 2A {R4S(a2 - 16)2 (lOa - 32) + 18R3(a3-

16a)} - 16Bx2 {2R3S2a (a2 - 16)2 + 2R2S (lla3 - 80a2 + 80a + 

256) + 2SR4a (a2 - 16)2 + 2S2R2a (a2 - 16)2 + R3 (a2 - 16) (lOa

_,.. 32) + 18Ra}] - 16Bx2R2 (a2 - 16) {R2S2 (a2 - 16)2 + 2RS (5a2-

32a + 80) + 9} = 0, (31) 

where 

R = (rircsi2dV), . 

S = (vrts/2dV), 

B = (g~d2/rt2s2V2), 

A = ( 4Q2d2/rt2s2V2), 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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and a = 4x2 + 5. (36) 

From the above equation we find that there are four parameters 

required to specify y for any given x. These numbers R, S, B and A 

respectively represent measures of resistivity of the medium, coeffici

ent of viscosity, bouyancy forces and coriolis forces in terms of magn

eti? field. The case of viscous, finitely conducting and non-rotating 

configuration has been discussed in detail by Sharma [5], where the 

nature of the boundaries chosen gives rise to an additiona.l monotoni

cally decreasing mode. Anoiher par~icular case of equation (31), when 

the ,viscosity is absent, has been treated by Shar.ma [6]. The dispersion 

relation (31) is an algebrica}equation of degree eight iny, hence it 

will have eight roots. To obtain the explicitexpression for each value. 

of y for general values of parameter is a task which is mathematically 

too involved. If we consider equation (31) in its general form, we 

observe that the stratification is stable or unstable thoroughly accord

ing as Bis negative or positive. However, if we consider the fluid to 

be viscous but infinitely conducting (R = 0), the configuration is ren

dered unstable for the wavenumber range 

• 112 

1 [_41 I 
x < 2 <iB-5 j (37) 

Thus the effect of resi5tivity is to cancel the stabilizing role of 

magnetic field altogether and render the system umtable for the whole 

wavenumber range. 

We now examine the behaviour of growth rate with respect to 

viscosity analytically To investigate this, we require to discuss the 

nature of the positive root of yin equation (31) in detail. We observe 

if B > 0, t.he absolute term in. equation (3 .1) is negative, therefore, the 
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equation (31) has at least one real positive root. Hence, the equili

brium will be always unstable. The asymptotic behaviour of this 

root for X __.,,. 0 and X __.,,. oo ate 

y ___,. (9R2S2 + IORS + I) 3~ 
(9R2S2 + IORS + 1) (41RS + S) + AR2(9RS + 5) ( ) 

B y -i> --- • 
2Sx2 

(39) 

Now we study the behaviour of y (growth rate) on varying the 

value of S from equation (31). To find the role of S, we examine 

the nature of dy/dS form (38), while keeping other nondimensional 

numbers R, A and B fixed. To bring out the peculiar features of the 

role of viscosity into focus, in the context of Rayleigh-Taylor insta

bility, we divide oi1r subsequent analysis of instability criterion into 

two cases by different range of R and A. 

Case 1. AR2 > l. In this case we find that with increasing S, the 

value of y decreases for all wavenumbers. Thus, more the viscosity of 

the medium, more it tends to stabilizes the configuration. This type of 

behaviour can also be observed even in the absence of rotation. 

Case II. AR2 < 1. In this case a peculiar tendency is exhibi ed by 

s, when (a) s < s, (b) s > s~ where 

S- _ _l_{-lOR -t- [IOOR2 - _!__ (82 - 9AR3 -
- 18R2 82 

( 82A2R4 + 5248AR2 )li2) 1112 J. (40) 

So long as S < S, an increase in the value of S leads to the decr

ease in the value of y for all wavenumbers. Thus, we can say that 

viscosity has a stabilizing influence on the configuration. When S 

becomes smaller than S~ this behaviour is reversed for srnall values of 
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x. Now an increase in the value of S leads to a increa'>e in the value 

of y. This particular behaviour is however, marked only for small x. 

After reasonably laqe values of x, once again the uniform pattern can 

be observed, namely that Vvith incre~sing S. more stability is imparted 

to the system. Thus, we conclude that viscosity has a destabilizing 

influence for small wavenumbers of disturbanca but it has a stabilizing 

influence for large wavenumbers. 

Lastly, when B<O we find that all roots of y are either real and 

negative or there are complex roots with negative real parts. The 

system is therefore stable in each case. Hence, the potentially stable 

configuration remains stable whether the effects of viscosity, resistivity 

and rotation are included or not. 
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